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Abstract 

Motivation: Local separation of the two strands of the DNA duplex is an essential step in important
biological activities, including the initiation of transcription and of replication. This conformational
transition occurs in response to imposed stresses, which are stringently regulated in vivo. 
Results: This paper describes two computational methods to analyze this phenomenon, an
approximate statistical mechanical method and a Monte Carlo sampling technique. Analysis of
genomic DNA sequences shows that sites of predicted duplex destabilization are closely associated
with regions regulating transcription, with the most destabilized sites coinciding with 3’ gene
termini. Experimental results supporting this conclusion are described. The incorporation of this
technique into computational searches for regulatory regions is discussed. 
Availability: Because the programs implementing these calculations are complex to use and not
completely developed, they have not been released yet. However, the author will analyze any DNA
sequences upon request. Sequences may be submitted electronically to benham@msvax.mssm.edu.
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Introduction

If the human genome is to be sequenced in ten years, an average of almost a million base pairs of sequence
data must be generated each day. This huge stream of information cannot all be analyzed experimentally to
find coding and regulatory regions, and other sites of interest. Instead, a precise knowledge of the attributes
of the various sites of potential interest is needed that can be implemented into sensitive and specific
computational search strategies to find them.

Most of the existing computational methods to find regulatory regions in uncharacterized DNA regard the
sequence as an abstract string of letters on a four letter alphabet - A, C, G, and T. This string is searched
for consensus sequences that are known to be associated with specific types of regulatory regions.
Although this approach frequently is productive, it can encounter two problems. First, some regulatory
regions appear not to have signature consensus sequences. Scaffold attachment regions and yeast
polyadenylation sites are two examples where clear sequence motifs are not apparent. And second,
although consensus sequences may be necessary for function, their presence frequently is not sufficient to
guarantee activity. Searches for consensus strings characteristic of particular types of regulatory regions
commonly find many such sites, only some of which are active. For example, although the human c-myc
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oncogene sequence contains twelve occurrences of the consensus AATAAA sequence necessary for
polyadenylation in higher eukaryotes, only two of these function in normal transcript termination. (See
Figure 3 below.) The false positive rates for computational strategies that simply search for sequence
signatures corresponding to certain regulatory regions are far too high for them to be useful in
characterizing genomic sequences. Clearly there must be other attributes, perhaps physical-chemical or
structural properties, that also are required for activity.

To develop more sensitive and specific search strategies one must supplement this string-based approach
with additional methods that detect other properties necessary for function. This paper describes methods
to calculate one such property - the propensity of the double helix to separate when stressed. Because
strand separation is a required step in the initiation of transcription and DNA replication, and perhaps also
in other events, the locations, extents and occasions where separations occur must be stringently regulated
in vivo. This regulation is effected in part through the modulation of stresses, such as are imposed in vivo
by superhelicity, protein binding, or other processes (Benham, 1990).

Several experiments have documented the importance of stress-induced DNA duplex destabilization
(SIDD) in various biological events. The clearest example involves the E. Coli origin of replication.
Deletion and substitution experiments have shown that susceptibility to stress-induced strand separation at
one site within this origin is required for initiation of replication (Kowalski & Eddy, 1989). Molecules
whose sequences are modified in a way that retains this property preserve origin function in vivo, while
sequence alterations that degrade this susceptibility destroy in vivo function. No other sequence specificity
is observed. The stress-induced duplex destabilization (SIDD) experienced by a site is not determined
strictly by its local sequence. Although the intrinsic stability of the DNA duplex depends on base sequence
(Breslauer et al., 1986), with A+T-rich regions being less stable G+C-rich ones, imposed stresses couple
together the conformational states of all base pairs. So the relative destabilization experienced by different
sites in a stressed molecule is determined by a global competition.

At its most extreme, this destabilization may constitute a local separation of the two strands comprising the
DNA duplex. However, it also can occur as a significant local decrease of the energy needed to induce
such separation (Benham, 1993). The latter phenomenon may be important in circumstances where a
process can provide sufficient energy for function only if the duplex already is marginally destabilized
there.

Conformational Equilibria of Superhelical DNA

The superhelical constraint is the fixing of the linking number Lk within a topological domain of DNA,
which may be either a circular molecule or a loop anchored at attachment points. This couples the
molecular secondary and tertiary structures according to White’s formula (White & Bauer, 1986): 

 (1)

Here Tw is the total twist, the number of times either strand rotates around the molecular central axis. Wr is
the writhing number, a complex geometric parameter determined by the shape in space of the domain’s
central axis curve. Thus, changes of Tw involve alterations of local helicity, while changes of Wr involve
bending. 

In vivo, topological domains of DNA commonly are maintained by enzymes innegatively superhelical
states, in which their linking numbers Lk are smaller than their relaxed values. The resulting linking
difference [alpha] = Lk - Lk_0 < 0 must be accommodated by twisting and/or writhing deformations: 
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 (2)

This provides a mechanism for altering the local secondary structure at specific sites in a domain. A region
of strand separation localizes some of the imposed linking deficiency [alpha] as untwisting, which allows
the rest of the domain to relax by a corresponding amount. Because strand separation requires free energy,
it is disfavored in unconstrained molecules. However, in a topological domain it will be energetically
favored to occur at equilibrium when the strain energy it relieves through relaxation of the balance of the
domain exceeds its cost. 

The superhelical equilibrium distribution is inherently statistical in character: A population of identical
superhelical DNA molecules will distribute itself at equilibrium among its accessible states according to
Boltzmann’s law. If these states are discrete in nature, indexed by i, and if the free energy of state i is Gi,

then the partition function governing equilibrium is: 

 (3)

where R is the gas constant and T is the absolute temperature. The equilibrium probability pi of state i,

which is its fractional occupancy in a population at equilibrium, equals the relative contribution of its
Boltzmann factor to the entire partition function: 

 (4)

The fractional occupancies of states at equilibrium decrease exponentially as their free energies increase. If
a parameter [zeta] has value [zeta]i in state i, then its population average (i.e. expected) value [bar][zeta]

at equilibrium is: 

 (5)

This expression may be used to evaluate any equilibrium property of interest, once the governing partition
function is known. (Analogous equations describe the equilibrium properties of a system whose states
form a continuum, with the above finite sums replaced by integrals.) 

Two quantities may be used to describe the stability properties of a superhelical DNA domain. First, the
ensemble average probability p(x) of melting of the base pair at position x in the sequence is given by: 

 

where Z is the partition function and 
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is the contribution to the partition function from all states ix in which the base pair at position x is open.

The transition profile, the graph of p(x) versus x, delineates the regions of the superhelical domain where
the duplex has a significant probability of opening. 

The incremental energy G(x) needed to separate the base pair at position x provides a more sensitive
measure of destabilization. This quantity is calculated as: 

 

where [bar]G is the ensemble average free energy of the system and [bar]G(x) is the average free energy
of all states ix in which the base pair at position x is separated: 

 

Stress-induced duplex destabilization (SIDD) profiles are plots of G(x) versus x. SIDD profiles are more
informative than transition profiles because they also depict sites of subthreshold destabilization, where the
amount of free energy needed to induce duplex opening is decreased relative to neighbor regions.
Examples of both types of profiles are given in Figure 1 below.

Methods of Calculation

Superhelical strand separation is complicated to analyze primarily because the topological constraint
imposed by the constancy of the linking number couples together the states of all base pairs in the domain.
Opening any base pair alters its twist, which changes the distribution of the linking difference throughout
the domain and thereby affects level of stress experienced by every other base pair. Whether a site
separates at equilibrium depends not just on its local properties, but also on how effectively transition there
competes with transition at every other site in the domain. This is an intrinsically interactive phenomenon,
requiring a global analysis that examines the competition among all sites.

This analysis regards the linking difference [alpha] as being partitioned into three parts, each of which
requires free energy. Consider a particular state of a superhelical molecule, in which the secondary
structure of each base pair is specified. Suppose there are n separated base pairs in r runs, nAT of which are

A [cdot Ts. This strand separation involves a reduction of twist. Next, because single stranded DNA is
much more flexible than is the duplex, the two strands within an unpaired region may easily twist around
each other. This twisting can accommodate some of the linking difference at a small energetic cost.
Finally, the portion of [alpha] that is not absorbed by either of these two deformations remains to stress
the domain. In this model the free energy of a state may be shown to depend on the parameters n, nAT and r

according to the relationship: 

 (6)

Here C is the torsional stiffness of interstrand twisting within denatured regions, K is the coefficient of the
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quadratic free energy of superhelicity, bAT (resp. bGC) is the free energy of denaturation of an A [cdot] T

(respectively G [cdot] C) base pair, and a is the free energy required to initiate a run of separation. These
quantities all have been evaluated from experiments (Pulleyblank, et al., 1975; Breslauer et al., 1986;
Benham, 1992). A complete derivation of this expression is given elsewhere (Benham, 1990). 

Two techniques have been developed to analyze superhelical strand separation. The first, an approximate
statistical mechanical technique, calculates the equilibrium by dividing the states into two categories - low
and high energy. The low energy states are determined exactly, and the cumulative effect of the high
energy state is estimated. An alternative approach involves sampling the equilibrium distribution by a
Monte Carlo procedure. Brief descriptions of each method are provided below. 

The Approximate Statistical Mechanical Method 

The approximate statistical mechanical analysis proceeds in several steps. First, the molecular sequence is
examined to determine those properties needed at later stages. A window of width j is moved around the
molecule, and the number of A [cdot] T base pairs falling within the window at each position is noted.
This information is sorted by A + T richness to determine two arrays: X1(i,j) is the number of A [cdot T

base pairs in the i-th richest run of length j, and X2(i,j) specifies the location of that run in the molecule.

This is done for all window lengths up to a maximum value (n=200 usually suffices). Next, the linking
difference [alpha] and environmental conditions are specified, which determine the values of the free
energy parameters. Using the information contained in arrays X1 and X2, the state having minimum free

energy under the given conditions is found from equation (6). An energy threshold [theta is specified, and
all states i are found whose free energies exceed the minimum Gmin by no more than this threshold

amount. Three inequalities occur, one each for n, nAT and r, which together provide necessary and

sufficient conditions that a state satisfy the energy threshold condition (Benham, 1990). For every set of
values n, nAT and r satisfying these inequalities, all states with these values must be determined from the

arrays Xi. In cases where r>1, the positional information in the array X2 must be used to establish whether

a collection of possible runs that together have requisite total length and A+T-richness neither overlap nor
abut, but rather are distinct. An approximate partition function Zcal is computed from this collection of low

energy states to be: 

 (7)

At this stage approximate population average equilibrium values are computed for all parameters of
interest, including the transition and destabilization profiles, the ensemble average free energy [bar]G, and
the expected number [bar]n of separated base pairs. 

The number of states involved in this calculation grows approximately exponentially with the energy
threshold [theta]. The most extreme case encountered to date in sample calculations on pBR322 DNA
(4363 bp) found 1.05 &215; 109 states at a threshold of [theta] = 14 kcals, and required several CPU hours
to compute on a RISC architecture workstation. 

Although individual high-energy states are exponentially less populated than are low energy states at
equilibrium, they are so numerous that their cumulative contribution still may be significant. So the next
step in this calculation requires estimation of the aggregate influence of the states which were excluded
from the above analysis because their free energies did not satisfy the threshold conditions. Let Z(n, nAT,r)
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be the contribution to the partition function from all states in which n base pairs, nAT of them being A

[cdot] T’s, are separated in r distinct runs. The density of states calculation involves estimating Z(n,nAT ,r)

for cases where the parameters n, nAT and/or r do not satisfy the energy threshold condition. This requires

an asymptotic analysis that has been presented elsewhere (Benham, 1990). 

One can correct the partition function Zcal that was computed from the states satisfying the threshold

condition to account for the approximate influence of the neglected, high energy states: 

 (8)

Here [hat]Zneg is the estimated contribution of all the high energy states that were neglected in the

previous threshold calculation, as determined from the density of states computation. (Carat marks denote
approximate values.) Any parameter [zeta] which depends only on n, nAT, and/or r may have its previously

calculated approximate equilibrium value corrected for the estimated effects of the high energy states: 

 (9)

Examples of refinable parameters include the ensemble average total number [bar]n of separated base
pairs, and the free energy [bar]G. Extensive sample calculations demonstrate that all refinable parameters
are accurate to four significant figures. 

The only quantities which cannot be refined in this way are the transition and destabilization profiles, as
their calculation involves positional information. However, the accuracy of these profiles can be estimated
by comparing the refined ensemble average number [bar]n of separated base pairs with its (unrefined)
value computed as the sum of the probabilities of transition for all base pairs in the sequence. This allows
one to select the threshold that achieves a specified level of accuracy in the calculation of the profiles. An
overall accuracy exceeding 99% can be achieved, although relatively high thresholds requiring long
calculations sometimes are required at extreme superhelicities. 

In practice this algorithm is limited to conditions under which the low energy states have fewer than four
regions of separation (r < 4). This is due to the combinatorial explosion in the number of states as r
increases. As the free energy a required to initiate a run of separation is large, the only practical effect of
this limitation is to restrict the application of this algorithm to sequences shorter than about 25,000 bp.
This approach also is limited to unmodified sequences, as the free energy of separation is regarded as
having only two values, one for A [cdot] T base pairs and the other for G [cdot] T pairs. Thus, it cannot be
used to investigate strand separation in sequences containing methylated or otherwise modified bases,
molecular lesions or abasic sites. Finally, as presently constructed this method would be difficult to expand
to encompass the possibility of other simultaneously competing transitions. 

The approximate statistical mechanical method, when used with the free energy parameter values
evaluated from the endonuclease digestion experiments of Kowalski et al. (1988) has been shown to
predict the locations and amounts of superhelical denaturation in a quantitatively accurate manner
(Benham, 1992). An example is given in Figure 1 , which shows the destabilization and transition profiles
for the pBR322 DNA molecule, together with the locations where open regions have been detected
experimentally. A comparably high level of quantitative accuracy has been achieved in the analysis of
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every superhelical DNA molecules for which experimental data is available. Accordingly, this method may
be used to predict this potentially important physical-chemical attribute in other DNA sequences on which
experiments have not yet been performed. 

Fig. 1: The transition (top) and destabilization profiles of the pBR322 DNA sequence are
shown. The sites where nuclease digestion experiments find open regions are denoted by
bars (Kowalski et al., 1988). The destabilization profile shows a site around position
4300 which is destabilized by about 5 kcal/mol, but is not found to be separated, either
experimentaly or in the transition profile. These results document the close quantitative
agreement between experiments and predictions regarding locations and amounts of separation that are
achieved by the approximate statistical mechanical method.

The Monte Carlo Method 

The Monte Carlo formalism provides a method to sample an equilibrium distribution. Starting in initial
state i having energy Gi, another state j is generated, whose energy is Gj. Then a decision is made whether

the system remains in state i or moves to state j. We use the Metropolis criterion, whereby state j is
accepted with probability [exp((Gi-Gj)/RT) if Gj > Gi and with probability 1 if Gj [leq] Gi. This procedure

is repeated, and a distribution is generated by periodically sampling the current state of the system. 

Two conditions must be satisfied to assure that the sampled distribution converges to the equilibrium
distribution in the limit of large sample size. First, to be unbiased the state generation step must satisfy
detailed balance: the probability of generating state j when in current state i must equal the probability of
generating state i when in current state j, for all i and j. Second, the system must be ergodic, meaning that
one can move from any state to any other state in a finite number of steps. Whenever these two conditions
are satisfied, the sampled distribution converges to the equilibrium one. In practice the utility of such an
algorithm is determined by its rate of convergence. This must be sufficiently rapid to allow accurate
sampling of the equilibrium distribution in reasonable computer time. 

An initial strategy is to generate new states by changing the state of base pairing successively at each
position along the DNA (Sun et al., 1995). After a number of steps equal to the number of base pairs in the
circular molecule one returns to the start, completing one Monte Carlo cycle (MCC). This procedure is
easily shown to satisfy ergodicity and detailed balance. Unfortunately, the states sampled this way remain
strongly correlated over very large numbers of iterations, making the rate of convergence to equilibrium so
slow as to render this procedure unusable in practice. A collection of supplemental moves is required that
decrease correlations among states by randomly changing the locations and number of unpaired regions
without altering the total number of open base pairs. The Monte Carlo procedure in which each MCC is
followed by a set of these randomizing operations has been proven to satisfy ergodicity and detailed
balance (Sun et al., 1995). Extensive calculations show that its collection of sampled states converges to
the equilibrium distribution (as determined using the approximate statistical mechanical procedure) at a
rate that is comparable to that which would occur if successively sampled states were independent and
identically distributed. 

This Monte Carlo procedure can handle many of the situations that are not treatable using the approximate
statistical mechanical method as presently formulated. There are no restrictions imposed on the transition
energetics of individual base pairs, so one can include explicit near neighbor energetics, modified bases,
molecular lesions, abasic sites and other effects. There also is no restriction on the number of unpaired
regions it can treat. In consequence, this procedure can be applied to stress-induced strand separation either
in long molecules or at high temperatures. Also, this Monte Carlo procedure can be extended relatively
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easily to analyze competitions between strand separation and other types of superhelical transitions. 

However, this procedure also has certain limitations. First, it is much slower than the approximate method.
The analysis of superhelical strand separation in pBR322 DNA (4363 bp) at a single linking difference
using the Monte Carlo method takes about 8 hours of CPU time on a DEC [alpha] machine, whereas the
analysis of the same molecule at every integer linking difference between 0 and -30 using the approximate
statistical mechanical method takes only 2h35m. Where the approximate method can be used, it is not only
much faster but also more accurate than the Monte Carlo method. This is because the former method
calculates the equilibrium distribution (approximately, but quite accurately), while the latter simply
samples it. Finally and most importantly, the Monte Carlo method cannot be used to find SIDD profiles.
This is because sites that are partially destabilized by superhelical stresses may still have a low probability
of separation, so states in which they are open are unlikely to be sampled by the Monte Carlo procedure. 

Destabilization at Transcriptional Regulatory Regions

The calculations performed to date clearly show that sites susceptible to SIDD are not randomly distributed
in genomic sequences, but instead are closely associated with specific types of regulatory regions
(Benham, 1993; 1996). The strengths of these associations suggests that SIDD may play roles in diverse
physiological activities. In addition to cases where it is already known to be involved, such as in the
initiation of transcription and of replication, these results suggest that SIDD may be important in several
other physiological events. 

Strong destabilization has been predicted to occur at the 3’ terminal regions of eukaryotic genes (Benham,
1993; 1996). An analysis of 26 yeast genes finds a strong tripartite pattern: the most destabilized site
occurs in the 3’ flanking region, the 5’ promoter region also is destabilized, but the region encoding the
primary transcript is not. The promoter region commonly is only destabilized by a few kilocalories, which
is not enough to induce strand separation. 

Fig. 2: The probability of denaturation is plotted as a function of base pair position for
the experimental plasmid containing the yeast FBP1 gene (WT), and two successive
deletion mutants (D1 and D2). These have been calculated at a linking difference of
[alpha] = -17 turns. A feature map of the plasmid is included. The deletion from the
FBP1 3’ terminal region of 10 bp (D1), and then a further 12 bp (D2) results in a
progressive decrease in the probability of separation of that region. A concomitant increase in the
probability of opening of the Ap gene terminus is predicted. Experiments have confirmed all these
predictions. The site in the FBP1 terminal region of the WT plasmid where strand separation is
experimentally detected is marked with an arrowhead.

These results have prompted an experimental analysis of the in vivo structure of the 3’ flanking region of
the transcriptionally active FBP1 gene. Figure 2 displays the transition profile of the plasmid engineered to
contain the yeast FBP1 gene (labelled WT), together with a map of its features and the profiles of two
mutant plasmids (D1 and D2). Experiments have shown that the 3’ terminal region of the FBP1 gene does
experience strand separation when transcriptionally active in vivo, as detected by endonuclease cleavage
(Aranda et al., 1996). The separated site detected within the FBP1 terminal region of the WT sequence is
indicated with an arrowhead. The mutated sequences have deletions in the 3’ terminal region that degrade
its susceptibility to separation in a way that is predicted precisely by the theoretical results shown. The
alternate site at the Ap gene terminal region is observed to compete with the FBP1 terminus for separation
in the D1 mutant, and to predominate in D2, as predicted. Experiments now being completed suggest that
the correct FBP1 gene transcription termination event, polyadenylation at the proper site, requires that the
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terminal site be susceptible to separation. The D1 and D2 mutations that degrade this susceptibility cause
read-through beyond the correct termination site. A further series of experiments is planned to probe the
precise role of destabilization in the mechanism of termination. 

Discussion

This paper describes the calculation of a new type of biologically important attribute of DNA sequences,
the destabilization of base pairing experienced at each position when the molecule is stressed. This is an
inherently interactive property. It is not determined by strictly local factors but instead depends on a
competition among all sites in the molecule. 

The associations documented between stress-induced destabilization and specific types of DNA regulatory
regions strongly suggest that this attribute plays roles in the mechanisms by which these regions function.
The most extreme form of this destabilization, local strand separation, is involved in several physiological
activities of DNA, including the initiation of replication and the termination of transcription. Present
results suggest that it also may be involved in the events by which primary RNA transcripts are terminated.
Experimental support for this conclusion has been described above. 

Fig. 3: The destabilization profile of the c-myc oncogene calculated at a linking
difference of [alpha] = -36 turns. The arrows denote sites having the AATAAA sequence
characteristic of poly-adenylation sites. The two active sites correspond to the arrows in
the raised positions. A search in which the sequence signature is coupled with the
destabilization property seen at polyadenylation sites has one false positive and no false negatives.

The strong associations documented between SIDD and specific types of regulatory regions suggest a
possible new strategy for searching genomic sequences for these sites. Regions having the signature
sequence necessary for function would have their SIDD properties assessed in context to determine which
among them also have this associated physical-chemical property. The power of this second sieve to
winnow out false positives without affecting true positives is illustrated by a sample calculation on the
c-myc oncogene sequence, whose results are shown in Figure 3 . This sequence contains 12 sites having
the AATAAA sequence characteristic of polyadenylation in higher eukaryotes, two of which are active. In
this case a string-based search would find two true positives and ten false positives. By also requiring the
presence of a stress-destabilized site, the number of false positives is decrease by an order of magnitude
while all true positives remain. This approach, whereby physical-chemical or structural correlates of
activity are incorporated into search strategies, can significantly increase their precision. 
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